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Ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/, gu/nai; (John 2:4)
Philological, contextual, and exegetical arguments for 
the understanding: 
“What does this matter to me and to You?” 
1. The Modern Versions, The Vulgate, and The Vetus latina
In John 2:4, at the wedding feast in Cana, the episode that 
inaugurates Jesus’ shmei=a, after his mother has said to him that wine 
is lacking, he replies, with no variant reading in the Greek1: ti/ e)moi\ 
kai\ soi/, gu/nai; ou)/pw h(/kei h( w(/ra mou.2 
The English translations, apart from the New Revised Standard 
Version (NRSV), to which we shall return, all render this question in 
a more or less similar way. The Revised Standard Version (RSV) runs 
as follows: “O woman, what have you to do with me? My hour has 
not yet come”; likewise, the American Standard Version (ASV) has: 
“Woman, what have I to do with thee? mine hour is not yet come”. 
Other old versions are very similar, such as the King James Version 
(KJV): “Woman, what have I to do with thee? mine hour is not yet 
come”, the Darby Bible: “What have I to do with thee, woman? mine 
hour has not yet come”, and the Webster translation: “Woman, what 
have I to do with thee? my hour is not yet come”. Luther’s version, too, 
is entirely analogous: “Weib, was habe ich mit dir zu schaffen? Meine 
Stunde ist noch nicht gekommen”, just like the Italian CEI translation, 
“Che ho da fare con te, o donna? Non è ancora giunta la mia ora”, and 
the French Bible de Jérusalem version: “Que me veux-tu, femme?”. 
With a slight improvement, but also with a very free rendering, the 
God’s Word Version has: “Why did you come to me? My time has 
1 See e.g. Novum Testamentum graece et latine, Romae 1984, 311.
2 Difficulties in interpretation are also pointed out by M. Welker, “Weinwunder 
– Weinstock – lebendiges Wasser – Geist. Die anstößige Botschaft der Hochzeit 
zu Kana”, in a. Wagner u.a. (Hg.), Gott im Wort – Gott im Bild. Bilderlosigkeit 
als Bedingung des Monotheismus, Neukirchen-Vluyn 2005, 201-5.
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not yet come”, and the Bible in Basic English (BBE): “Woman, this is 
not your business; my time is still to come”. Commentators generally 
follow the most widespread interpretation3.
The Vulgate translation, at first sight, does not seem to be 
particularly illuminating –but I shall show that this is not the case–, 
in that it closely retains the structure of the Greek, with the sole 
addition of the verb “to be”: “Quid mihi et tibi est mulier<?> nondum 
venit hora mea”. Somewhat more telling would seem the fact that 
four manuscripts, all very ancient (sixth to early eighth century) 
and among the main Vulgate testimonia for the Gospels, present an 
inversion between the two pronouns: A M F P read: “Quid tibi et mihi 
est mulier”4. This strongly suggests that the order of the two pronouns 
was not felt to make a big difference as for the meaning: “What is to 
me and to you?” was perceived as interchangeable with “What is to 
you and to me?”, as a literal translation from the Latin would run. 
I shall soon point out that even the addition of est, which does 
not occur everywhere in the Vulgate along with such double-dative 
expressions, but only in very particular cases, is likely to be highly 
significant just in respect to the meaning of these expressions.  
It is remarkable that est is present also in the main witnesses to 
the Vetus Latina5. Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. 3.16) and Ambrose (In Ps. 118 
1181B and De inst. virg. 257D) both translate: “Et dicit ei Jesus: Quid 
mihi et tibi est mulier?”. Only Augustine’s version clearly presupposes 
an understanding of this problematic question as the expression of a 
3 So e.g. H. Thyen, Das Johannesevangelium, Tübingen 2005, 155; K. 
Wengst, Il Vangelo di Giovanni, Brescia 2005, 109. Somewhat better R. 
Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangelium, Freiburg 1967, I, 332-4, who also 
speaks of “Distanzierung”, but, rather than stressing that Jesus wants to have 
nothing in common with his mother, he notes that he wishes to be left in peace: 
“Laß mich in Ruhe!”.
4 See the critical apparatus of R. Weber, Biblia Sacra iuxta Vulgatam 
Versionem, Stuttgart 19944, 1660. The mss. are: Amiatinus (Florence, Biblioteca 
Mediceo-Laurenziana, Amiatino I, copied at the beginning of the 8th century in 
Northumbria), Mediolanensis (Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, C 39 inf., copied in 
the 6th century in Northern Italy), Fuldensis or Victoris (Fulda, Landesbibliothek, 
Bonifatianus 1, copied in Capua in AD 547), and Splitensis (Bibliotheca Capitoli 
sine numero, copied in Italy in the 6th or 7th century).
5 P. Sabatier, Bibliorum Sacrorum Latinae Versiones Antiquae seu Vetus 
Italica et Ceterae, Remis 1714, III, 393.
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reproach to Mary and of the wish to take a distance from her. But, in 
order to do so, Augustine feels the need to add an initial clarifying 
clause, which is entirely absent in the Gospel, and to reverse the 
order between the interrogative and the personal pronouns inside the 
question: “Recede a me mulier: mihi et tibi quid est? Nondum venit 
hora mea” (De vera rel. 1.757F).
2. The CorreCT UndersTanding and an oUTline of The argUMenTs  
sUpporTing iT. 
 ConTexTUal argUMenTs
Now, what I set out to argue is that, in this passage, Jesus wishes 
to take a distance not from his own mother, but from the situation, 
and that ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/, literally meaning “What to me and to you?”, 
ought to be translated, not “What do I have to do with you?”, but 
“What does this matter to me and to you?”, in direct reference to 
the immediately preceding statement: “They have no wine [left]”. 
Indeed, I think that the most correct – even if not perfect – translation 
that has been provided so far is that of the NRSV, although, rather 
than respecting the Greek, it follows the reverse order of the two 
pronouns that, as I mentioned, is attested in some Vulgate manuscripts: 
“Woman, what concern is that to you and to me? My hour has not 
yet come”. The only other correct translations I am aware of are that 
of the Spanish Sagrada Biblia (Facultad de Teología, Universidad de 
Navarra), “¿Qué tenemos que ver nosotros?” – which resolves the 
pronouns e)moi\ kai\ soi/ into one plural pronoun, as though the Greek 
question were ti/ h(mi=n; – and that by Piero Rossano: “E che importa 
a me e a te?”6. This interpretation is generally not embraced, nor even 
discussed, in commentaries, including some among the most recent 
and outstanding.
There are, however, arguments that strongly point to this 
understanding and that I wish to put forward in the present 
contribution. They are essentially of two kinds: one kind is based 
on context, sense, and logic; the other is grounded in philology, 
linguistics, ancient translations, and grammar. To these, moreover, I 
shall add a third set of arguments taken from Patristic exegesis. This 
6 P. Rossano, Vangelo secondo Giovanni, Milano 1984, 27.
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too is highly significant, to my mind, since it shows that already some 
ancient interpreters understood Jesus’ words in the very same way 
I propose to understand them. This, to be sure, does not necessarily 
imply, per se, that the interpretation at stake must be the right one, 
but it certainly proves that it was possible to understand those Greek 
words in this sense, and that they actually were understood thusly. 
Let us begin with the arguments based on context, sense, and logic. 
In all the other translations, Jesus’ words (“What have I to do with 
you?”) inevitably sound like an offence to his mother, and this in a 
public situation and in presence of other people. This would seem 
all the more absurd in that it must come from John or his tradition, 
that is to say, precisely the disciple to whom Jesus, from the cross, 
entrusted the care of his mother, and who took her into his own house, 
according to the very same Gospel. Probably it was Mary herself who 
recounted this episode to the Beloved Disciple7. 
There is certainly no offence in Jesus’ words if, instead, we 
understand them as meaning, “What does this matter to me and to 
you?”, where the subject to which “this” refers is the fact that “they 
have no wine”, oi]non ou)k e1xousi, mentioned by Jesus’ mother 
immediately before his reply. On this interpretation, moreover, the 
intrinsic train of thought turns out to be much better: “They have no 
more wine. – What does this matter to me and to you? Why should we 
worry about this? The time has not yet come for me to work ‘signs’”. 
The most widespread rendering, on the contrary, makes very little 
sense in itself (“They have no more wine. – What have I to do with 
you?...”), and still less if we consider the context of the Johannine 
scene, and above all that the person who is addressed in this manner 
by Jesus is his mother.
3.1. lingUisTiC argUMenTs. The syriaC and CopTiC Versions
Now – to turn to the second set of arguments, which will be the 
most developed in the present study – it is indispensable to analyse 
this passage carefully from the linguistic point of view, in order to 
verify that this interpretation is justified. It must be said first of all that, 
also in this passage, the “What to me and to you” expression could be 
7 This is what Richard Bauckham too seems to imply in his Jesus and the 
Eyewitnesses, Grand Rapids, Mi. / Cambridge, UK 2006, 63.
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– but not necessarily – a well-known Semitic construct transposed into 
Greek8, of the kind we shall repeatedly encounter in the subsequent 
analysis, above all in the examination of the relevant passages in the 
Septuagint (henceforth: LXX) and in the Hebrew text. 
The ancient Syriac versions simply reproduce each single Greek 
word. The Peshitta and the H ?arklean version9 are absolutely identical 
in this bit; they both render:  )ttN) yKLw yL )M, literally 
“What (is) to me and to you, woman?”. No variant readings or 
reversals in the order of the two pronouns are attested10. Only, in the 
Peshitta, the village where the wedding feast is held is named, not 
Cana, but Qatna, probably as a result of an early oral tradition11.
Coptic, unlike Syriac, is no Semitic language. Its rendering of 
Jesus’ question here is very interesting,12 first of all for the striking 
number of variant readings attested, which suggests a difficulty in 
understanding the precise meaning of Jesus’ words. Manuscript 
Huntington 17, in the Bodleyan Library, reads: a=o nemhi 6wi 
5s6imi, which can be rendered: “What with me and also with you, 
woman?”. This can perfectly be understood in the sense in which I 
suggest taking John 2:4 in Greek, too: “What does this matter to me 
and also to you, o woman?”. Manuscript Bc is similar; it just adds a 
vocative “o” before “woman”: a=o nemhi 6wi w5s6imi, literally 
“What with me and also with you, o woman?”. Manuscript a, instead, 
reads: a=o nemhi 6w 5s6imi, where 6w expresses an emphatic “me”, 
so the sense of the whole question is: “What with me, indeed, with 
8 See J.-P. Michaud, “Le signe de Cana dans son contexte johannique”, LThPh 
18, 1962, 239-85: 247-53.
9 On the Peshitta and the Harklean version see S. Brock, The Bible in the 
Syriac Tradition, Piscataway 20062, 17-9; 34-7.
10 I base myself on G.A. Kiraz, Comparative Edition of the Syriac Gospels, 
Aligning the Sinaiticus, Curetonianus, Peshît ?tâ and H ?arklean Version, 
Leiden-New York-Köln 1996, IV, John, ad loc. Neither the Sinaiticus nor the 
Curetonianus (the two oldest witnesses to the so-called Vetus Syra) are available 
for this passage, so Kiraz only aligns the Peshitta and the Harklean translation. 
On the Vetus Syra or Old Syriac version, more recent than Tatian’s Diatessaron, 
but more ancient than the Peshitta, see Brock, The Bible, 33-4.
11 So Brock, The Bible, 110.
12 The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the Northern Dialect, 
Osnabrück 1969 (reprint of the 1898-1905 edition), II, 346. 
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me, woman?”. The meaning is clear: “What does it matter to me, what 
has it to do with me, that they have no wine left? My hour has not 
yet come”. Manuscript Q simply adds the vocative “o”, and reads: 
a=o nemhi 6ww5s6imi (it is necessary to separate the last word as 
follow 6w w5s6imi). Manuscript G* omits s6imi, “woman”. I find 
that the Coptic versions, in both their main streams, with 6wi and 
with 6w, do support my understanding of John 2:4.
3.2.a. fUrTher lingUisTiC exploraTion: all The greek aTTesTaTions 
of The ConsTrUCT
What is definitely needed at this point is a methodical investigation 
of all the Greek attestations, in both the classical and the Patristic 
period, of the construct ti/ + dative personal pronoun + kai/ + another 
dative. What emerges from a search of the whole corpus of Greek 
literature recorded in the TLG is truly telling and crucial to the 
understanding of John 2:4. 
It is remarkable, fist of all, that such expressions first appear in texts 
that have a strong Jewish background: the LXX and the NT. Indeed, 
it is only in the Septuagint that we first find the expression, ti/ e)moi/ 
/ soi / h(mi=n / u(mi=n kai/ + another dative; generally, such expressions 
are uttered by a person who, for one reason or another, wishes to be 
left in peace, as we shall see in a moment. Arrianus, in the Diatribes 
of Epictetus, is the first to use the expression ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/ / au)tw=| / 
au)toi=j in Greek apart from the Bible – and, notably, after the Bible, in 
the second century –, to express a lack of concern.13 He is also the first 
13 In Diss. 1.27.14 a person who does not believe in the gods and is in a 
desperate situation even insults them, for, if they do not care for him, why 
should they matter to him? (loidorw~ to_n Di/a kai\ tou_j qeou_j tou_j a1llouj: 
ei0 ga_r mh_ e0pistre/fontai/ mou, ti/ e0moi\ kai\ au)toi=j;). Likewise in 1.22.15: ti/ 
moi kai\ au)tw|~, ei0 ou) du&natai/ moi bohqh~sai ... ti/ moi kai\ au)tw|~, ei0 qe/lei m  0 e0n 
toiou&toij ei]nai e0n oi[j ei0mi; “why should Zeus matter to me if he cannot help 
me, or if he even wants me to find myself in such a bad condition?”. And in 
2.19.19 a man says to another, ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, a1nqrwpe; a)rkei= e0moi\ ta_ e0ma_ 
kaka&, “What do you matter to me? Why should I care for you? I have enough 
of my own problems”. This meaning is clearly different from that of John 2:4. 
Similarly, in the treatise Nou=j pro\j (Ermh=n of the Corpus Hermeticum, 21.4 
(see I. Ramelli, Corpus Hermeticum, Milano 2005, with commentary) the same 
expression designates a person who has nothing in common with God: ti/ soi 
kai\ tw|~ qew|~; ou)de\n ga_r du&nasai tw~n kalw~n kai\ a)gaqw~n, filosw&matoj 
kai\ kako_j w1n, noh~sai: h( ga_r telei/a kaki/a, to_ a)gnoei=n to_ qei=on.
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and only pagan author after the LXX who uses ti/ soi kai/ + another 
dative in Diss. 3.18.7: ti/ soi\ kai\ tw|~ a)llotri/w| kakw|~; in the sense 
“What does someone else’s evil matter to you?”. In Diss. 1.1.16 he 
uses the same construct to indicate that we should not care for things 
that are not under our control: ti/j a1nemoj pnei=; bore/aj – ti/ h(mi=n kai\ 
au)tw|~; The meaning is: “What does this wind matter to us?”. Finally, 
the same syntagm in Diss. 2.19.16 is particularly interesting because 
of its peculiar meaning: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, a1nqrwpe; a)pollu&meqa 
kai\ su_ e0lqw_n pai/zeij means, not “What have we to do with you?”, 
but “What do you want with us? What are your intentions in regard 
to us? We die and you come here to joke”. The same double-dative 
construct is found again in the alchemist Pelagius in the third century, 
in the treatise entitled Pelagi/ou filoso/fou peri\ th=j qei/aj tau/
thj kai\ i(era=j te/xnhj, where, in 2.257.13, we find14: Ti/ u(mi=n kai\ th|~ 
pollh|~ u3lh|, e9no_j o1ntoj tou~ fusikou~, kai\ mia~j fu&sewj nikw&shj 
to_ pa~n; The sense is: “What does the abundance of substance matter 
to you? For the gold (fu/sij = fu/sij xrousou=), which is one single 
material, is superior to all the rest”. Still in the seventh century, the 
historian Theophylactus Simocatta, who also wrote letters, uses the 
ti/ + double-dative construct in Hist. 7.10.5, in the words addressed 
by a barbarian chief to the Roman Priscus: ti/ u(mi=n, w}  9Rwmai=oi, kai\ 
th|~ gh|~ th|~ e0mh|~; ti/ peraite/rw tou~ pre/pontoj po&daj e0ktei/nete; ce/
noj o(  1Istroj u(mi=n, the meaning being: “What intention have you 
with my territory? What do you want with my territory?”.
Achilles Tatius, one or two centuries after the NT, also employs 
this idiomatic expression, but remarkably feels the need to explain 
it by adding koino/n to the couple of datives separated by kai/ and by 
further clarifying the meaning by way of the verb me/lei, “matters”.15 
14 The same passage occurs again in a Christian alchemist of the sixth century, 
in the treatise entitled   )Anti/qesij le/gousa o3ti to\ qei=on u3dwr e3n e)sti tw=| 
ei1dei kai\ h( lu/sij au)th=j, 2.406.20, and, in the seventh century, in the alchemist 
Stephanus’ De magna et sacra arte, 2.200.23 and 2.214.37.
15  ]W kako_n su_ qhri/on, me/xri ti/noj moi miai/neij ta_ w}ta; ti/ e0moi\ kai\ 
Qersa&ndrw| koino&n;  kalo_j e1stw Meli/th| kai\ plou&sioj th|~ po&lei, xrhsto&j 
te kai\ megalo&yuxoj toi=j deome/noij: e0moi\ de\ ou)de\n me/lei tou&twn (6.12.3). A 
similar construct was already present, but with pra=gma, in Menander’s Dyskolos: 
soi\ de\ ka)moi\ pra=gma ti/ e)stin; (114), in the sense of “What business have you 
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The simple form ti/ soi is attested already in Homer in the meaning 
“what does this matter to you?”, but with me/lei (Il.  24.683: w} ge/
ron ou1 nu& ti soi/ ge me/lei kako&n), and in several other authors, also 
with parallel constructions (ti/ h(mi=n me/lei, etc.).16 Likewise, we find 
ti/ soi diafe/rei in the sense, “What does this matter to you?”, from 
Plato onward.17 These expressions with me/lei and diafe/rei + datives, 
of course, also occur among Christian authors18. 
and I in common?”. The addition of koino/n will be still used by Photius in his 
paraphrase of John 2:4 in Ep. 45.132 (e0pi\ toi=j qau&masin ou)de\n h}n koino_n th|~ 
mhtri\ kai\ tw|~ ui9w|~); he too, however, like several Fathers, insists that no offence 
to Mary was meant (ou)k e1stin ou)de\n ei0j u3brin th~j mhtrikh~j storgh~j kai\ 
ai0dou~j) and Jesus was always ready to render her glory: th_n pre/pousan au)
th|~ pantaxo&qen suna&gei do&can kai\ eu)fhmi/an ... th|~ mhtri\ ma~llon do&can 
peria&ptonta kai\ timh_n h2 paro&rasin o3lwj a)fie/nta.
16 Pl. Phd. 60D: ei0 ou}n ti/ soi me/lei tou~ e1xein e0me\ Eu)h&nw| a)pokri/nasqai; 
R. 469E8: e0a&n ti h(mi=n me/lh| th~j pro_j tou_j a1llouj  3Ellhnaj eu)noi/aj; Cri. 
44C6: ti/ h(mi=n ... th~j tw~n pollw~n do&chj me/lei; X. Cyr. 3.1.30: ei0 de/ ti/ soi, 
e1fh, me/lei kai\ tou~ w(j h3kista tetaragme/na ta&de katalipei=n ... ei0 de/ ti/ 
soi; Men. Pk. 485: me/lei tou&twn ti/ soi; Teles De fuga 30.1: h2 th_n a)rxh_n ei0 mh_ 
tafh&sh|, ti/ soi me/lei; Epict. Diss. 2.6.18-19: ti/ soi me/lei poi/a| o(dw|~ katabh|~j 
ei0j  3Aidou; i1sai pa~sai/ ei0sin; 3.1.23: su_ de\ ti/j ei]; - kai\ ti/ soi\ me/lei;  3.22.37 
ti/ u(mi=n me/lei; 4.5.22: tw~n a)gnoou&ntwn; ti/ soi me/lei; 4.10.3: ti/ soi me/lei; 
Anacreont. fr. 15.6: ti/j ei]; - ti/ soi me/lei de/; the sense is analogous in other, 
non interrogative, statements: Aristid. In Platonem de rhetorica 109.20 Jebb: 
ei1 ti/ soi me/lei th~j a)lhqei/aj; M. Ant. 3.14.1: ei1 ti/ soi me/lei seautou~; Jul. 
ad Cyn. Her. 13.9: ei1 ti/ soi th~j r(htorikh~j e0me/lhsen, ou)k a)cu&netoj ei]; Lib. 
Ep. 706.1: koinw&nhson dh_ th~j i9ketei/aj, ei1 ti/ soi me/lei tou~ e0rrw~sqai/ me; 
Decl. 34.2.45: ei]ta ti/ soi tou&twn me/lei;
17 In conditional and other non-interrogative statements the meaning is the 
same: Pl. Hp. Ma. 287A: ei0 ou}n mh& ti/ soi diafe/rei, bou&lomai a)ntilamba&nesqai, 
i3n 0 e0rrwmene/steron ma&qw; Grg. 497B:  0All a_ ti/ soi\ diafe/rei; pa&ntwj ou) 
sh_ au3th h( timh&; Sph. 237B: tou~to ou}n au)to_ prw~ton qeasw&meqa, ei0 mh& ti/ 
soi diafe/rei; Men. Fr. 451.5 Koerte = Psd. fr. 1.5 Meineke = fr. 518.5 Kock: 
xoiri/dion e4n qu&omen, o)ktw_ poih&sontej trape/zaj d  0 h2 mi/an, ti/ soi diafe/rei 
tou~to; Plut. Agis et Cleom. 25.4: ei0 mh& ti/ soi diafe/rei, gra&yon h(mi=n; Aristid. 
In Plat. de quattuor p. 276.10 Jebb: ti/ soi tou~to diafe/rei; M. Ant. 12.36.1: ti/ 
soi diafe/rei, ei0 pe/nte e1tesin h2 penth&konta;
18 Epiphanius knows the non-Biblical usage with ti/ + dative + diafe/rei 
and employs it: Pan. 2.433.25:  Kai\ ti/ soi, e1fh, tou~to diafe/rei; and Gregory 
Nazianzen uses the parallel construct with me/lei, in a conditional clause: 
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3.2.b. speCifiC inVesTigaTion inTo The lxx and The hebrew bible
Before turning to Patristic authors, who often cite the words of the 
Gospel of John and similar double-dative expressions in both the OT 
and the NT, it is necessary to analyse all the occurrences of the ti/ + 
double dative construct in the LXX and in the NT, and to endeavour 
to grasp the exact meaning and its nuances, which are not identical 
in all cases. 
In Jud 11:12 the LXX reads: Kai\ a)pe/steilen Iefqae a)gge/louj 
pro_j basile/a ui9w~n Ammwn le/gwn: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, o3ti h3keij 
pro&j me su_ polemh~sai/ me e0n th|~ gh|~ mou; In Hebrew we have: @
lv yL=hm, literally “What to me and to you?”, of which the Greek 
Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/ is a word-for-word rendering. The Vulgate adds 
the verb “to be”: “Quid mihi et tibi est?”, and the KJV, the Webster 
version, the Darby Bible and the ASV all render Jephthae’s words 
according to the traditional fixed formula: “What hast thou to do with 
me?”, just as Luther’s version: “Was hast du mit mir zu schaffen?”, 
the Spanish Sagrada Biblia, “¿Qué tenemos que ver tú y yo?”, the 
Italian CEI translation: “Che c’è tra me e te?”, and the French Bible 
de Jérusalem: “Qu’y a-t-il donc entre toi et moi?”. The God’s Word 
version does not even render these words, which are considered to be 
insignificant. The NRSV has: “What is there between you and me?”, 
and the RSV, better: “What have you against me?”. For Jephthae 
wants to know the reason why the king of the Ammonites intends to 
attack him, whereas he wishes to be left in peace. The sense of the 
question “What to me and to you?” here is: “What do you want? Why 
are you annoying me?”.
On another occasion the same idiomatic expression is employed 
to rebuke an attacker: in 2Chron 35:20-21 in the LXX we read:  Kai\ 
a)ne/bh Faraw Nexaw basileu_j Ai0gu&ptou e0pi\ to_n basile/a  0Assuri/-
wn e0pi\ to_n potamo_n Eu)fra&thn, kai\ e0poreu&qh o( basileu_j Iwsiaj 
ei0j suna&nthsin au)tw|~. kai\ a)pe/steilen pro_j au)to_n a)gge/louj le/
Ep. 120.3: Tau~q  0 h(mw~n proseu&xou kai\ u(pereu&xou, ei1 ti/ soi me/lei tou~ ta_ me/
gista eu} poiei=n h(ma~j. Similarly Basil in Ep. 208.1: ei1 ti/ soi me/lei tou~ dikai/
ou; Synesius in Ep. 16.16: tw~n e0mw~n ei1 ti/ soi me/lei, kalw~j poiei=j: kai\ ei0 
mh_ me/lei, ou)de\ e0moi\ tou&tou me/lei; and John Chrysostom in de sacerd. 6.13.80: 
ei1 ti/ soi me/lei tw~n e0mw~n; Hom. Gen. PG 53.64.1: Ti/ soi me/lei; and in I Cor. 
PG 61.206.62: ei0 de\  3Ellhn tij ei1h, ti/ soi tou&tou me/lei;
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gwn: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, basileu~ Iouda; ou)k e0pi\ se\ h3kw sh/meron 
po&lemon poih~sai. The Vulgate translates, as usual: “Quid mihi et tibi 
est?”. The NRSV, like all the other versions, translates: “What have 
I to do with you [or: thee]?”, not differently from the French Bible 
de Jérusalem, “Qu’ai-je à faire avec toi?”, and from the Italian CEI 
translation: “Che c’è fra me e te?”. Only the RSV has: “What have we 
to do with each other?”, like the Spanish Sagrada Biblia: “¿Qué hay 
entre nosotros?”. And the God’s Word translation renders: “What’s 
your quarrel with me?”. The king of Egypt is addressing Josiah, who 
is attacking him without being provoked. Therefore, the sense clearly 
is: “What do you want with me? Why don’t you leave me in peace?”. 
Josiah will attack all the same and will perish in that war19.
In 3Kgs 17:18 in the LXX we find: Kai\ ei]pen pro_j Hliou Ti/ e0moi\ 
kai\ soi/, a1nqrwpe tou~ qeou~; ei0sh~lqej pro&j me tou~ a)namnh~sai 
ta_j a)diki/aj mou kai\ qanatw~sai to_n ui9o&n mou. The Hebrew 
parallel in 1Kgs 17:18 has: @lv yL=hm, literally, “What to me and 
to you?”; the RSV and the NRSV translate: “What have you against 
me?”, whereas the KJV, the Darby Bible, the BBE, the ASV, and 
the Webster, all render in the standard way, “What have I to do with 
thee/you?”; Luther’s version has, similarly: “Was habe ich mit dir zu 
schaffen?”. Only the God’s Word translation has: “What do you and 
I have in common?”; the French Bible de Jérusalem reads: “Qu’ai-je 
à faire avec toi?”, the Italian CEI version has: “Che c’è fra me e te, 
uomo di Dio?”, and the Spanish Sagrada Biblia renders: “¿Qué tengo 
que ver yo contigo, hombre de Dios?”. The widow who is the host of 
Elijah is blaming him, because just during his stay in her house her 
son has died, and she thinks that this has happened because of him (so, 
Elijah will feel obliged to save the child by imploring God to let him 
live again, and he will actually succeed). The sense of the widow’s 
question is: “What do you want with me? Why did you come to me 
for my ruin? Leave me in peace”.  
In 4Kgs 3:14 (LXX) there is another instance of a very similar 
meaning for this enigmatic expression: kai\ ei]pen Elisaie pro_j 
basile/a Israhl: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; deu~ro pro_j tou_j profh&taj tou~ 
patro&j sou. In the corresponding Hebrew passage in 2Kgs 3:13 we 
19 The same episode is recounted in 1 Esdra, where in 1.24 (LXX) the question 
is also repeated: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/ e0stin, basileu~ th~j Ioudai/aj;
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have: @lv yL=hm, literally, “What to me and to you?”. The Vulgate, 
as usual, renders: “Quid mihi et tibi est?”. The RSV and the NRSV, 
just as the KJV, the Darby Bible, the BBE, the ASV, and the Webster, 
have: “What have I to do with you (thee)?”, like the Spanish Sagrada 
Biblia: “¿Qué tengo que ver yo contigo?” and the French Bible de 
Jéusalem: “Qu’ai-je à faire avec toi?”. And Luther’s version, likewise: 
“Was hast du mit mir zu schaffen?”. The God’s Word version, more 
freely and in a better way as regards the sense, has: “Why did you 
come to me?”. The Italian CEI translation renders: “Che c’è fra me 
e te?”. The king of Israel has gone to Elishah to consult God through 
him for his imminent war against the king of Moab. Elishah is not at 
all pleased with this, and invites the king to rather consult the prophets 
of his parents (but then he helps him all the same). The sense is: “Why 
do you come here to disturb me? What do you want with me? Leave 
me in peace”. 
In 4Kgs 9:18 (LXX) we have: Ta&de le/gei o( basileu&j: Ei0 ei0rh&nh; 
kai\ ei]pen Iou: Ti/ soi kai\ ei0rh&nh|; The corresponding Hebrew in 2Kgs 
9:18 has: ,vlwLv @L=hm ... ,vlwh, literally, “Peace – What to 
you and to peace?”. The Vulgate transposes as follows: “Pacata sunt 
omnia [it is not clear whether this is meant to be a question] ... Quid 
tibi et paci?”. The NRSV, just like the RSV and the BBE, translates: 
“Is it peace? ... What have you to do with peace?”, and likewise the 
KJV, the ASV, the Webster and the Darby translations: “[Is it] peace? 
... What hast thou to do with peace?”, and Luther’s version: “Ist’s 
Friede? ... Was geht dir der Friede an?” The God’s Word version freely 
translates: “Is everything  alright? ... What should that matter to you?” 
and similarly the French Bible de Jérusalem, “Cela va-t-il bien? – Que 
t’importe si cela va bien?”, the Italian CEI version, “Tutto bene? – Che 
importa a te come vada?”, and the Spanish Sagrada Biblia: “¿Va todo 
bien? – ¿Qué te importa a ti si todo va bien?”. The question of the 
king’s envoy, literally, “Whether peace (is with you)” in Greek, or 
simply “Peace” in Hebrew (the usual form of greeting and address), is 
answered, “What does peace matter to you?”, as a reproach for asking 
that question. In fact, this reply to the ambassadors comes from the 
man who is attacking those who have sent them.
In 2Kgs 16:9-10 we come across an even more interesting case. The 
LXX reads: Ei]pen Abessa ui9o_j Sarouiaj pro_j to_n basile/a:  3Ina 
ti/ katara~tai o( ku&wn o( teqnhkw_j ou{toj to_n ku&rio&n mou to_n 
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basile/a; diabh&somai dh_ kai\ a)felw~ th_n kefalh_n au)tou~. kai\ ei]
pen o( basileu&j: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ u(mi=n, ui9oi\ Sarouiaj; a1fete au)to_n 
kai\ ou3twj katara&sqw, o3ti ku&rioj ei]pen au)tw|~ katara~sqai 
to_n Dauid. The corresponding Hebrew passage in 2Sam 16:10 
has: mklv yL=hm, literally, “What to me and to you [plural]?”. The 
Vulgate transposes the Hebrew into Latin word for word: “Quid mihi 
et vobis?”; the NRSV renders like the RSV, the KJB, the BBE, the 
Darby Bible, the ASV, and the Webster: “What have I to do with you?” 
exactly like Luther’s version, “Was habe ich mit euch zu schaffen?”, 
the French Bible de Jérusalem, “Qu’ai-je à faire avec vous?”, and the 
Spanish Sagrada Biblia: “¿Qué tengo que ver yo con ustedes?”. The 
God’s Word Translation is free: “You don’t think like me at all”, and 
the Italian CEI version renders: “Che ho in comune con voi?”. King 
David is reproaching one of the sons of Zerujah, who wishes to kill 
a man who is insulting David. The king replies to his defender by 
ordering him to give up his attempt and to let that man abuse him, 
because it is God who has induced him to do so, and perhaps God, 
after having him be insulted, will have mercy upon him. The sense of 
David’s annoyed reaction is: “Leave me in peace”. Here, notably, ti/ 
e0moi\ kai\ u(mi=n could even be rendered: “What does this matter to me 
and to you?”, implying: “Why should we kill that man? What does 
it matter to me and to you if he is insulting me?”. This perfectly fits 
the sense and the sequence of exclamations on the part of the son of 
Zerujah and David: That man is insulting the king my lord: let me 
kill him – What does this matter to me and to you that he is abusing 
me? Let him curse me. In fact, the sequel to the Biblical narrative 
reports that David allowed that man to walk together with him and his 
supporters and continue to abuse him for a long while. The meaning, 
“What does this matter to me and to you?”, is exactly the same I am 
supporting in this study for the corresponding passage in John 2:4.
In 2Kgs 19:22-23 (LXX) we come across an analogous episode: 
Abessa ui9o_j Sarouiaj ei]pen: Mh_ a)nti\ tou&tou ou) qanatwqh&setai 
... o3ti kathra&sato to_n xristo_n kuri/ou; kai\ ei]pen Dauid: Ti/ e0moi\ 
kai\ u(mi=n, ui9oi\ Sarouiaj, o3ti gi/nesqe/ moi sh&meron ei0j e0pi/boulon; 
sh&meron ou) qanatwqh&setai/ tij a)nh/r. The relevant Hebrew bit in 
2Sam 19:23 is identical to that in the previous passage: mklv yL=hm, 
literally, “What to me and to you?”; the Latin, English, French, 
Spanish, and Italian translations also are the same as in the previous 
passage.  Again, here David is reproaching one of the sons of Zerujah, 
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who wishes to kill a man who has cursed David. The king’s reply 
means: “What does it matter to me and to you that he has cursed me? 
Leave me in peace, instead of instigating me, and let him live, because 
I shall not put to death anyone”. In fact, soon after, David personally 
promises the man who cursed him that he will let him live. 
That of Jer 2:18 is a particular case: kai\ nu~n ti/ soi kai\ th|~ o(dw|~ 
Ai0gu&ptou tou~ piei=n u3dwr Ghwn; kai\ ti/ soi kai\ th|~ o(dw|~  0Assuri/-
wn tou~ piei=n u3dwr potamw~n; The Greek, here too, translates ti/ 
soi kai/ + dative, but this time the underlying Hebrew construct 
is different: rvwa @rdl @L=hmv ... ,yrjm @rdl @L=hm, 
literally, “What to you to the way of Egypt? ... And what to you to 
the way of Assyria?”. The KJV, the ASV and the Darby Bible apply 
the traditional translation to this passage as well: “What hast thou to 
do in the way of Egypt?”; and similarly the BBE: “What have you to 
do on the way to Egypt?”. The God’s Word version, more freely, but 
with a good grasp of the meaning, runs: “You won’t gain anything by 
going to Egypt”, and not dissimilar are Luther’s version, “Was hilft’s 
dir, daß du nach Ägypten ziehst?”, the RSV and the NRSV: “What 
do you gain by going to Egypt / Assyria?”, and the French Bible 
de Jérusalem: “à quoi bon partir en Egypte? ... à quoi bon partir en 
Assyrie?”. The Italian CEI version, more concisely, runs as follows: 
“Perché corri verso l’Egitto? ... Perché corri verso l’Assiria?”, and the 
Spanish Sagrada Biblia has: “¿por qué tienes que tomar el camino de 
Egipto? … ¿Por qué tienes que tomar el camino de Asiria?”. Through 
Jeremiah, the Lord is rebuking Israel: it was unfaithful and now is 
in misery. And now what interest does it have to run toward Egypt 
and Assyria? But here, as I have pointed out, the underlying Hebrew 
syntax is different. 
The same is the case with another passage in which the Greek 
translates the Hebrew by means of a double dative separated by kai/, 
but the Hebrew has another phrase. In Hos 14:9 the LXX presents: tw=| 
Efraim, ti/ au)tw=| e1ti kai\ ei)dw/loij; (or: tw=| Efraim, ti/ e1ti au)tw=| 
kai\ ei)dw/loij; in ms. A or codex Alexandrinus, 5th century), literally: 
“Ephraim, what still to him and to the idols?”. But the Hebrew runs 
as follows: ,yBjil dvi yL=hm ,yrpa, without an interposed 
waw and with the pronoun at the first person, literally: “Ephraim: 
what to me still to the idols?”, as though Ephraim were speaking in 
first person. The Vulgate is closer to the Hebrew: “Ephraim<:> quid 
mihi ultra idola<?>”. Ephraim’s words mean: “What idols are to me 
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by now? What do they still matter to me?”. The Greek translator felt 
that he could use the fixed double-dative syntagm separated by kai/ 
to express the absence of concern: “Ephraim, what do idols matter to 
him by now?”. It is the same notion that also appears in the analogous 
construct in John.
There is an opposite instance in which the Greek gives the 
impression that we are facing a different construct, but a check of the 
Hebrew immediately reveals that this is not the case. In Joshua 22:24 
there is no kai/ between h(mi=n and Kuri/w| in the LXX (a)ll  0 e3neken eu)
labei/aj r(h&matoj e0poih&samen tou~to le/gontej:  3Ina mh_ ei1pwsin 
au1rion ta_ te/kna u(mw~n toi=j te/knoij h(mw~n: Ti/ u(mi=n kuri/w| tw|~ qew|~ 
Israhl;), but the Hebrew here has the usual construct with double 
dative separated by the waw coordinative conjunction: larsy yhla 
hvhylv ,kL=hm, literally, “What to you and to YHWH the God of 
Israel?”. The Vulgate renders: “Quid vobis et domino deo israhel<?>” 
The NRSV, like the RSV, the KJV, the Darby Bible, the BBE, the 
ASV, and the Webster, has: “What have you to do with the Lord?”. 
The God’s Word Bible renders: “What relationship do you have with 
the Lord?”, and Luther’s version: “Was geht euch der Herr an?”. The 
Italian CEI translation has: “Che avete in comune voi con il Signore 
Dio di Israele?”, like the French Bible de Jérusalem, “Qu’y a-t-il de 
commun entre vous et Yahvé, le Dieu d’Israël?”, and the Spanish 
Sagrada Biblia: “¿Qué tienen que ver ustedes con el Señor, el Dios 
de Israel?”. The speakers are preventing a possible future accusation 
of lack of piety.
In conclusion, there are at least two passages in the LXX, 2Kgs 
16:10 and 19:23, in which the two dative personal pronouns separated 
by kai/ can be understood in the sense: “What does this matter to me 
and to you?”, in reference to an immediately preceding remark of the 
interlocutor. This is precisely the same meaning I think we also find 
in John 2:4. And in a third case, Hos 14:9, the double-dative syntagm 
separated by kai/ in the LXX bears the same meaning: “What do idols 
matter to him by now?”.
3.2.C. speCifiC inVesTigaTion inTo The greek new TesTaMenT
Let us now examine the New Testament. In Mark 5:7 Jesus is going 
to drive an unclean spirit out of a person. This spirit approaches him 
and cries: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ ui9e\ tou~ qeou~ tou~ u(yi/stou; o(rki/zw 
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se to_n qeo&n, mh& me basani/sh|j. The RSV and the NRSV have, with 
an inversion of the pronouns: “What have you to do with me?”. The 
KJV, the Darby Bible, the BBE, the ASV, and the Webster render: 
“What have I to do with thee/you?”, just as Luther’s version: “Was 
habe ich mit dir zu tun?”. The God’s Word Version, as usual, offers 
a less literal translation, but one that, I think, precisely grasps the 
meaning: “Why are you bothering me now?”, like the Sagrada Biblia 
version, “¿Qué quieres de mí?”, and the French Bible de Jérusalem: 
“Que me veux-tu?”. The sense, in fact, here is: “What is your intention 
in regard to me? Why do you come here to disturb me? Leave me in 
peace”. The Vulgate, as usual, presents a word-to-word translation: 
“Quid mihi et tibi”, without the addition of est that we have noticed 
in John 2:4. I find that this is significant: in the case of John 2:4, but 
not here, est precisely conveys the sense of “matters”: “Quid mihi et 
tibi est?”, “What does this matter to me and to you?”20. 
Another scene of exorcism is found in Matt 8:29, where two 
persons possessed by demons say to Jesus: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ 
qeou~; h}lqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; the translations are 
the same as in the preceding occurrence: “What have you to do with 
us?”, or: “What have we to do with you/thee?”, and (in the God’s Word 
Version): “Why are you bothering us now?”. The meaning is the same 
as well: “What are your intentions in regard to us? Why do you come 
here to disturb us? Leave us in peace”21. A good translation is that of 
the Spanish Sagrada Biblia, “¿Qué quieres de nosotros?”, and of the 
French Bible de Jérusalem: “Que nous veux-tu?”. Most notably, the 
20 Luke 8:28 is simply a parallel: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ ui9e\ tou~ qeou~ tou~ 
u(yi/stou; de/omai/ sou, mh& me basani/sh|j. The translations, of course, are the 
same as for the other passage.
21 Raymond E. Brown, albeit he translates John 2:4 in the most widespread 
way, “What have I to do with you?”, rightly notices that this Semitic expression 
acquires two different meanings in this passage and in the other Synoptic passages 
where it is addressed by demons to Jesus: in the latter case it implies hostility; 
in John this does not happen. However, he does not differentiate the translations 
and does not understand that Jesus is saying to his mother that the lack of wine 
does not matter either to him or to her. Cf. his Giovanni. Commento al Vangelo 
spirituale, Assisi 19913 [original edition The Gospel according to John, New 
York 1983], 128-9.
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Vulgate omits again est and renders: “Quid nobis et tibi?”. This makes 
it all the more significant that in John 2:4, instead, est is added in the 
Latin version, both in the Vulgate and in the main witnesses to the 
Vetus Latina. Indeed, in these scenes with the demons the meaning 
is really “What do we have in common with you?”, “What have you 
to do with us?”, whereas in John 2:4, as is indicated by the Vulgate 
through the addition of est, the meaning is, “What does this matter 
to me and to you?”.
The scene is very similar in Mark 1:24, where an unclean spirit 
persecuting a man in a synagogue cries to Jesus: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ 
soi/,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; h}lqej a)pole/sai h(ma~j; oi]da& se ti/j ei], o( 
a3gioj tou~ qeou~. All the English translations are similar: “What have 
you to do with us?” or “What have we to do with you / thee?”, apart 
from the God’s Word Version, which renders: “What do you want with 
us?”, which is similar to the Spanish Sagrada Biblia version, “¿Qué 
quieres de nosotros?”, and to that of the French Bible de Jérusalem: 
“Que nous veux-tu?”. The sense is precisely: “What do you want 
with us? What is your intention in regard to us? Leave us in peace”. 
Again, I point out that the Vulgate here, differently from John 2:4, 
translates without est: “Quid nobis et tibi?”. The parallel in Luke 
4:34 is identical:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; h}lqej 
a)pole/sai h(ma~j; oi]da& se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj tou~ qeou~.  
And here, once more, it is highly significant to my mind that 
there is no est in the Latin, for the Vulgate simply has: “Quid nobis 
et tibi?”. Indeed, the meaning, too, is very different from John 2:4. 
All this strongly confirms my argument that in John 2:4 the meaning 
is: “What does this matter to me and to you?”. 
3.2.d. a CoUple of reVealing deTails in plaTo and porphyry
There is a noteworthy text in Plato’s Gorgias (455D2), where the 
presence of the verb ei)mi/ – just like the presence of est in the Vulgate 
translation – determines the sense of “what will this matter to us?” 
(Ti/ h(mi=n, w} Gorgi/a, e1stai, e0a&n soi sunw~men;), the same sense as 
we have in John 2:4: “What does this matter to me and to you?”. The 
construct is the same, ti/ + dative pronoun(s). 
The author of the Gospel of John probably knew not only the 
Semitic double-dative expression, but also this one and analogous 
expressions in classical Greek. A couple of centuries after this 
Gospel, the same phrase is repeated by Porphyry, who of course 
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knew Plato very well (and also knew the Gospels): e0a_n u(ma~j pa&ntej 
mimh&swntai, ti/ h(mi=n e1stai; (Abst. 4.18): the meaning clearly is, 
again: “What will this matter to us?”.
4. paTrisTiC exegesis: ConfirMaTions and ConClUsions
It is now opportune to turn to the Patristic quotations and 
interpretations of John 2:4 and parallel constructs, which reserve 
surprises that are really worthy of note22.  
4.1. origen and The adaManTiUs dialogUe 
In the late second – early third century, Origen in the dubious 
Fr. Ps. 144.15 cites Jesus’ words in John 2:4, but comments only 
on the fact that his hour had not yet come, since signs are only for 
incredulous: kairo_n shmei/wn ou)x h3kein e1fasken, ei1per ta_ shmei=a 
ou) toi=j pisteu&ousin, a)lla_ toi=j a)pi/stoij. 
It is remarkable that, independently of our Johannine passage, he 
also uses the ti/ + double dative construct in Hom. Ier. 20.8 (a)naxwrw~, 
ti/ moi kai\ pra&gmasin;), not in the sense, “What have I to do with 
chores?”, but in the sense, “What do chores matter to me?”. 
In Co. Io. 6.47.247 Origen also cites Jer 2:18 (LXX), Ti/ soi kai\ 
th|~ o(dw|~ Ai0gu&ptou tou~ piei=n u3dwr Ghw~n, kai\ tou~ piei=n u3dwr 
potamw~n, also offering a variant reading from the Hebrew, h2 w(j 
to_  9Ebrai"ko_n e1xei: tou~ piei=n u3dwr Siw&r. He understands it, 
allegorically, as a reproach to those who wish to drink the Egyptian 
water rather than the heavenly one: Kai\ o(  9Ieremi/aj de\ e0piplh&ssei 
toi=j qe/lousin Ai0gu&ption u3dwr piei=n kai\ katalei/pousin to_ e0c 
ou)ranou~ katabai=non 23. 
22 A brief and very partial investigation was undertaken many years ago by 
J. Reuss, “Joh 2,3-4 in Johanneskommentaren der griechischen Kirche”, in J. 
Blinzler, O. Kuss, F. Mussner (eds.),  Neutestamentliche Aufsätze, Regensburg 
1963, 207-13, who considered only the Greek Fathers who wrote commentaries 
on the Gospel of John, whereas the most interesting points emerge from Patristic 
writings of other kinds. More extensive and complete, but only for the Latin 
Fathers who here are less relevant because they worked on translations of John 
rather than the original Greek, is A. Bresolin, “L’esegesi di Giov. 2,4 nei Padri 
latini”, REA 8, 1962, 268-96.
23 As he was familiar with the Bible, Synesius also cites the LXX passage: 
Ep. 128.5:  no&mize kai\ pro_j se\ to_n profh&thn megalofw&nwj kekrage/nai: 
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In Co. Io. 10.11.52 Origen also cites the demons’ address to 
Jesus:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/;  ]Hlqej a)pole/sai 
h(ma~j; Oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o( ui9o_j tou~ qeou~, and again, with a slight 
variation, in 10.11.56:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; 
Oi]da& se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj tou~ qeou=.24 Origen, however, does not 
comment specifically on the expression ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/ or ti/ h(mi=n 
kai\ soi/. 
The same is the case with the so-called Dialogue of Adamantius 
on Orthodoxy, which was probably composed in Greek by a disciple 
of Methodius and reworked in Greek around AD 330; then it was 
ascribed to Origen himself by the authors of the Philocalia, and for 
this reason it was translated into Latin by Rufinus at the end of the 
fourth century. The Dialogue, on p. 34.20, cites the words that the 
demons addressed to Jesus, ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; h}lqej pro_ kairou~ 
basani/sai me; but with no discussion of the precise meaning of the 
problematic expression under investigation: the point is rather Jesus’ 
failing to chastise Judas25.
4.2. The acts of thomas
In the apocryphal Acts of Thomas, 45, probably stemming from 
the third century, we find a patent imitation, with an iteration and 
an amplification, of the words addressed by the demons to Jesus. 
Here they are addressed to Thomas, his apostle and “double”: Fwnh|~ 
Ti/ soi\ kai\ th|~ gh|~ Ai0gu&ptou tou~ piei=n u3dwr Gew~n; to_ ga_r e1qnoj qeoma&xon 
a)rxai=on kai\ patra&sin a(gi/oij pole/mion.
24 See also Fr. Io. 85.10:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; Co. Matt. 11.17: 
Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~;
25 Tou~ton e0qew&rei qana&tw| u(poblhqe/nta u(po_ tou~  0Iou&da. ei0ko_j ou}n mh&te 
u(po_ tou~ a)gaqou~ Xristou~ kola&zesqai to_n  0Iou&dan, a)gaqo_j ga_r ou)de/pote 
kola&zei. Only a quotation of the same Gospel passage is found, likewise, in the 
fourth century in Asterius: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~;  ]Hlqej pro_ kairou~ 
basani/sai h(ma~j; (Hom. Ps. 18.23). Eustathius, in the fourth century, in his 
polemic with Origen, also quotes the demons’ words to Jesus in Matt 8:29: au)
tolecei\ ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/ kekrago&tej ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; h}lqej pro_ kairou~ a)pole/-
sai h(ma~j; (De eng. 23.6), but without specific comments on the expression ti/ 
h(mi=n kai\ soi/. See The “Belly Myther” of Endor. Interpretations of 1 Kingdoms 
28 in the Early Church, translated with an Introduction and Notes by R.A. Greer 
and M.M. Mitchell, Atlanta 2007, esp. 136-7.
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megi/sth| xrhsa&menoj ei]pen pa&ntwn a)kouo&ntwn: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\ 
a)po&stole tou~ u(yi/stou; ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\ dou~le  0Ihsou~ Xristou~; 
ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\ su&mboule tou~ a(gi/ou ui9ou~ tou~ qeou~; dia_ ti/ bou&lei 
h(ma~j a)pole/sai, tou~ kairou~ h(mw~n mhde/pw e0nestw~toj; ti/noj 
e3neka bou&lei labei=n h(mw~n th_n e0cousi/an; e3wj ga_r th~j nu~n w3raj 
ei1xomen e0lpi/da kai\ kairo_n perileipo&menon. ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/; su_ 
e1xeij e0cousi/an e0n toi=j soi=j, kai\ h(mei=j e0n toi=j h(mete/roij. 
The last sentence is particularly illuminating in regard to the 
meaning of ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/ in the exclamations of the demons, which 
are completely different from Jesus’ words to his mother in John 2:4: 
the demons really wish to have nothing in common with Jesus, to 
have their dominions completely separated. This has really nothing 
to do with Jesus’ reply to his mother.
4.3. apollinaris and eUsebiUs 
Apollinaris of Laodicaea, the fourth-century defender of the Nicene 
faith, grasps in Jesus’ allocution in John 3:4 the sense of wishing to 
be left alone, in Fr. Io. 7 on John 2:4-5. He is concerned that Jesus’ 
words may be felt as a sign of offence or duswpei=n, just as when God 
says to Moses: “Leave me in peace!” (but then he listens to him and 
satisfies his requests). Likewise, Jesus is obedient to his mother, who 
knows this: this is why she tells the servants to do what Jesus will 
order them:  Oi]den h( mh&thr peiqh&nion w(j ui9o_n au)th|~ gino&menon to_n 
ku&rion. kai\ dh_ kai\ h( a)po&krisij tou~to e0pedei/cato ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, 
gu&nai: w(j ga_r duswpei=n duna&menoj tou~to a)pekri/nato, oi[on h}
n to_ tou~ qeou~ pro_j Mwuse/a: e1aso&n me, w(j duna&menon dhladh_ 
duswph~sai kai\ pei=sai. ei0dui=a dh_ kai\ pistikw~j pro_j au)th_n 
diakei/menon kai\ e0k th~j a)pokri/sewj o(rw~sa pro_j th_n a)ci/wsin 
e0ggu_j e0pineu&onta toi=j diako&noij e0pita&ttei poiei=n o4 keleu&ei.
Eusebius too, like Origen, who was deeply admired by him, 
comments on the Jeremiah passage containing the double-dative 
construction in Co. Is. 1.75.198, and, again drawing inspiration from 
Origen, interprets it in reference to the demons, here identified with 
the divinities of Egypt: ou{ a)potre/pwn e3teroj profh&thj e0bo&a le/
gwn: ti/ soi kai\ th|~ o(dw|~ Ai0gu&ptou tou~ piei=n u3dwr Geiw&n; Ta_ d 0 
e9ch~j e0pilego&mena peri\ a)fanw~n a)rxo&ntwn, oi4 ma&lista tai=j megi/-
staij kai\ diafane/si th~j Ai0gu&ptou po&lesin e0fh&dreuo&n pote, le/gw 
de\ th|~ Ta&nei kai\ th|~ Me/mfei, qespi/zetai. Another faithful follower 
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of Origen, too, Didymus the Blind, in Co Zac. 3.158.10, cites and 
comments on the same LXX passage26. 
Eusebius also presents a series of quotations of the Gospel phrases 
with the double-dative construct, but in most of them he does not 
comment on the specific meaning of these expressions. Dem. Ev. 
3.6.37: the demons, mh_ fe/rontej au)tou~ th_n parousi/an, a1lloj 
a1lloqen e0bo&a: e1a, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; h}lqej pro_ 
kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; 4.10.13: some demons, having recognized 
the divine identity of Jesus, said: e1a, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ su&, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; h}
lqej pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; (curiously, here the text has su/ 
instead of soi/, but I think that an emendation is needed, because in all 
other occurrences Eusebius quotes soi/); 6.13.9: the demons are forced 
to confess the divinity of Jesus: e1a, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; 
h}lqej pro_j kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj 
tou~ qeou~; 9.7.7: the demons recognize Jesus after his permanence in 
the desert, fa&skontej au)tw|~: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~; 
Co. Is. 1.62: boa~n au)tou_j kai\ le/gein: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~, ui9e\ 
tou~ qeou~; h}lqej pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], 
o( a3gioj tou~ qeou~; Co. Ps. PG 23.400.18:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ 
tou~ Qeou~;  ]Hlqej pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; 
The same quotation appears ibid. 684.49, accompanied by the 
consideration that after Jesus’ resurrection the demons have been 
completely dispersed (w{n pantelh_j diaskorpismo_j meta_ th_n 
e0k nekrw~n a)na&stasin ge/gonen), and already at the appearance 
of Jesus during his earthly life they melted like wax in front of the 
fire (thko&menoi w(j khro_j a)po_ prosw&pou puro/j); for the rays 
of his divinity were painful to them: Ai9 ga_r th~j qeo&thtoj au)tou~ 
a)o&ratoi kai\ a)fanei=j a)kti=nej, basa&nouj kai\ a)lghdo&naj toi=j 
tau~ta le/gousi parei=xon.27 
26 Oi[oi/ ei0sin oi9 tou~ Faraw_ oi[j e0gkaqezo&menoj kompa&zei le/gwn:  0Emou~ 
ei0sin oi9 potamoi/, ka)gw\ e0poi/hsa au)tou&j. Tou&twn o( potismo_j a)pagoreu&etai 
u(po_ Qeou~ e0n  0Ieremi/a| tw|~ profh&th|: Kai\ nu~n ga&r, fhsi/n, ti/ soi kai\ th|~ gh|~ 
Ai0gu&ptou, tou~ piei=n u3dwr Ghw&n; kai\ ti/ soi kai\ th|~ gh|~  0Assuri/wn, tou~ piei=n 
u3dwr potamw~n; In the treatise De Trinitate ascribed to Didymus the Blind, PG 
39.633.15, the demons’ words to Jesus are quoted: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\,  0Ihsou~ Ui9e\ 
tou~ Qeou~ tou~ zw~ntoj;  ]Hlqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j;
27 Cfr. ibid. 1073.50 with the same quotation ( 1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ 
Nazarh~ne; Oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj tou~ Qeou~) and the same interpretation 
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4.4. aThanasiUs and gregory of nyssa
Notably, Athanasius of Alexandria, also in the fourth century, in 
De Incarn. 32.5, although without quoting John’s problematic words, 
reverses the Gospel quotation of the demon’s words to Jesus, ti/ h(mi=n 
kai\ soi/, into ti/ soi kai\ h(mi=n. He quotes them as follows:  1Ea, ti/ 
soi kai\ h(mi=n, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; de/omai/ sou, mh& me basani/sh|j. This 
means that the order was felt as indifferent: “what have you to do 
with us?” or, “What have we to do with you?”. 
In his biography of St Antony PG 26.861.35 Athanasius again echoes 
the Gospel expression and adapts it; here it is the demons who speak 
to the saint: h1kouon w(j o1xlwn e1ndon qorubou&ntwn, ktupou&ntwn, 
fwna_j a)fie/ntwn oi0ktra_j kai\ krazo&ntwn:  0Apo&sta tw~n h(mete/
rwn: ti/ soi\ kai\ th|~ e0rh&mw|; The sense is: “What does the desert matter 
to you? Why do you come here? Leave us in peace”28. 
Athanasius in Exp. Ps. PG 27.320D refers to the apostles’ question 
to Jesus, which is expressed in an interesting ti/ + dative form:  0Idou_ 
h(mei=j a)fh&kamen pa&nta, kai\ h)kolouqh&same/n soi: ti/ h(mi=n e1stai; 
The meaning clearly is: “What will this mean for us? What advantage 
that the demons could not bear Christ’s divine power (mh_ fe/rontej au)tou~ th_n 
e1nqeon du&namin kolastikh_n ou}san au)tw~n kai\ a)pelastikh/n). The same 
Gospel quotation appears again ibid. 1157.11 together with the statement that 
the demons fear Jesus, because they knew his divine identity: e1fritton au)-
to_n oi9 dai/monej, w(molo&goun te au)to_n ei0de/nai o3stij ei1h ... 0Apo_ ga_r th~j 
pro_j au)to_n e0nexqei/shj fwnh~j memaqh&keisan o3stij h}n: a)lla_ kai\ a)f 0 w{n 
ei0rga&sato kata_ to_n tou~ peirasmou~ kairo_n h|1desan au)tou~ th_n du&namin. 
The same quotation, with no particular stress on the meaning of our construct, 
repeatedly occurs in the homilies of Pseudo-Macarius: Hom. 64: 50.2.5: ti/ h(mi=n 
kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; h}lqej pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; 34.2.1: ti/ h(mi=n 
kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; ti/ pro_ kairou~ h}lqej basani/sai h(ma~j; = 53.3.3 
= Hom. 50: 11.157.
28 The Jeremiah phrase is also cited in the spurious Dialogue of Athanasius 
and Zacchaeus: ti/ soi kai\ th|~ o(dw|~ ai0gu&ptou, tou~ piei=n u3dwr gaiw~n; (52.5), 
and in the spurious Sermo contra omnes haereses ascribed to Athanasius: Kai\ 
du&o su_n au)tw|~ h}san lh|stai\ krema&menoi: kai\ tou~ e9no_j katarwme/nou, ei]pen 
o( e3teroj lh|sth&j: Ti/ katara~sai tw|~ dikai/w|; h(mei=j kata_ ta_j a(marti/aj 
e9autw~n pepo&nqamen: ti/ soi\ kai\ tw|~ dikai/w|; (PG 28.505.3).
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will it represent for us that we have abandoned everything else to 
follow you?”29. 
Toward the end of the fourth century, Gregory of Nyssa, an 
admirer and follower of Origen, in In Illud: Tunc et Ipse Filius p. 
8.24 Downing, interprets John 2:4 in the sense that Jesus refuses to 
obey his mother, but because he takes as a rhetorical question his 
subsequent words ou1pw h3kei h( w3ra mou, as though he meant: “am I 
not grown up enough to decide for myself?”. Indeed, Gregory quotes 
and paraphrases Jesus’ words as follows: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, gu&nai; mh_ 
kai\ tau&thj mou th~j h(liki/aj e0pistatei=n e0qe/leij; Ou1pw h3kei mou h( 
w3ra h( to_ au)tokrate\j parexome/nh th|~ h(liki/a| kai\ au)tecou&sion; 
But this interpretation is well explained by the polemical context in 
which Gregory proposes it: he is contrasting those who read 1Cor 15:28 
as a sign of the subordination of the Son to the Father inside the Trinity30, 
whereas – he insists – Jesus only obeyed his parents when he was young, 
and already at Cana he claims that his hour has come, he is adult now 
and no longer subjected to his parent: th_n de\ mhtrw|~an sumboulh_n 
w(j ou)ke/ti kata_ kairo_n au)tw|~ prosagome/nhn a)pepoih&sato ... to_ 
kaqh~kon th~j h(liki/aj me/tron th_n th~j gennhsame/nhj u(potagh_n 
a)posei/etai. Moreover, Gregory also notes that Jesus did not refuse, 
29 The Gospel words addressed by the demons to Jesus are simply quoted 
in the Sermo in nativitatem Christi attributed to Athanasius:   1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ 
soi\, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; h}lqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j (PG 28.969.6 
and 37); it is insisted on that the demons recognized the danger of the threat of 
the judgment upon them.
30 See I. Ramelli, “‘In Illud: Tunc et Ipse Filius…’ (1Cor 15,27-28): 
Gregory of Nyssa’s Exegesis, Some Derivations from Origen, and Early 
Patristic Interpretations Related to Origen’s”, Seminar paper at the 2007 
Oxford International Conference on Patristic Studies, forthcoming in Studia 
Patristica; Ead., Essay and commentary on Gregory’s In illud: Tunc et Ipse 
Filius, in Gregorio di Nissa. Sull’anima e la resurrezione, ed. Ead., Milano 
2007; Ead., “The Trinitiarian Theology of Gregory in his In Illud: Tunc et ipse 
Filius: His polemic against ‘Arian’ Subordinationism and the Apokatastasis” 
in International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa, Tübingen, 17-21 September 
2008, forthcoming.
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in the end, to provide the wine as he was invited to do (th_n  xa&rin 
toi=j deome/noij parasxei=n ou)k h)rnh&sato)31.
4.5. epiphaniUs and John ChrysosToM
Epiphanius is concerned with the absence of Joseph and of any 
brother of Jesus at the wedding banquet in Cana, which only Jesus 
and his mother seem to have attended (Pan. 3.463.29). This suggests 
that Joseph had already died and that the so-called “brothers” of 
Jesus were not really his siblings, but other relatives, according to a 
widespread Semitic use32. 
As for Jesus’ question, more specifically, he argues that it does not 
diminish in any way the importance of the mother of Jesus, the holy 
Virgin, but he rather calls her with a honorific and prophetic epithet, 
“Woman”. On this ground, Epiphanius develops a polemic against 
the heretics in Pan. 3. 479: i3na a)po_ tou~ Gu&nai, ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; 
mh& tinej nomi/swsi perisso&tero&n ti ei]nai th_n a(gi/an parqe/non, 
gunai=ka tau&thn ke/klhken, w(j profhteu&wn, tw~n mello&ntwn 
e1sesqai e0pi\ th~j gh~j sxisma&twn te kai\ ai9re/sewn xa&rin, i3na mh& 
tinej u(perbolh|~ qauma&santej th_n a(gi/an ei0j tou~to u(pope/swsi 
th~j ai9re/sewj to_ lhrolo&ghma. In fact, the treatise De numerorum 
mysteriis ascribed to Epiphanius, where Jesus’ question in John 2:4 
is listed among the rebukes addressed to Mary by her child, is surely 
spurious33. 
31 In the Enarratio in prophetam Isaiam ascribed to Basil, but of dubious 
authorship, at 9.226 we find a quotation of the demons’ address to Jesus (Ti/ h(mi=n 
kai\ soi/, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~;  ]Hlqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j;) together 
with the comment that the demons prefer to be burnt in the fire than to be judged 
by Christ’s manifestation in the flesh: to&te ai9rou~ntai gene/sqai puri/kaustoi 
ma~llon h2 u(po_ th~j e0n sarki\ Xristou~ e0pifanei/aj katakri/nesqai.
32   )Eklh&qh  0Ihsou~j ei0j ga&mouj, kai\ h}n h( mh&thr au)tou~ e0kei=. kai\ ou)damou~ 
oi9 a)delfoi\ kai\ ou)damou~  0Iwsh&f. fhsi\ ga&r: ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, gu&nai; ou1pw 
h3kei h( w3ra mou, kai\ ou)k ei]pe ti/ e0moi\ kai\ u(mi=n, a1nqrwpoi; In Pan. 2.279.13 
Epiphanius limits himself to citing Jesus’ question in John 2:4.
33 PG 43.512.34:  Trei=j ai9 kata_ th~j Parqe/nou tou~ Monogenou~j 
e0pitimh&seij: Ti/ o3ti e0zhtei=te/ me; ou)k h|1deij o3ti e0n toi=j tou~ Patro&j mou dei= 
me ei]nai; Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi\ gu&nai; ou1pw h3kei h( w3ra mou: Ti/j e0stin h( mh&thr 
mou, kai\ ti/nej oi9 a)delfoi/ mou; 
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In Pan. 3.74.27 Epiphanius quotes the Gospel words addressed by 
the demons to Jesus: e1a, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ ui9e\ tou~ qeou~, o3ti 
pro_ kairou~ h}lqej basani/sai h(ma~j; oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj 
tou~ qeou~, and again in 3.75.5116, where he also discusses the variant 
readings between the parallel synoptic passages. 
John Chrysostom’s approach to John 2:4 and its immediate context 
is entirely moral and psychological, as often his exegesis is34. In his 
Hom. Io. PG 59.130, Chrysostom, imagining that Mary wished that 
Jesus began his miracles for the glory coming from them, he perceives 
Jesus’ answer as a bit excessive in its decision (sfodro&teron a)pekri/
nato)35, and feels the need to explain that, in fact, Jesus was devoted 
to his mother and worried about her when he was on the cross (which, 
moreover, is reported in the same Gospel, that of John)36. 
As for the reasons of Jesus’ reaction, Chrysostom envisages two 
of them: 1) Jesus was not only Mary’s child, but also her Lord (ei0 
prosedo&ka w(j para_ paido_j a)ei\ timhqh&sesqai, a)lla_ mh_ w(j 
Despo&thn h3cein au)to&n)37; 2) he wished to be asked directly by 
those who needed his intervention, not by his mother ( 3Wste mh_ 
u(popteuqh~nai ta_ gino&mena qau&mata. Para_ ga_r tw~n deome/nwn 
paraklhqh~nai e0xrh~n, ou) para_ th~j mhtro&j). By means of what 
Chrysostom considers to be a rebuke, Jesus wished to teach his 
34 See e.g. I. Ramelli, “Giovanni Crisostomo e l’esegesi scritturale: le scuole 
di Alessandria e di Antiochia e le polemiche con gli allegoristi pagani”, in 
Giovanni Crisostomo: Oriente e Occidente tra IV e V secolo. Atti del XXXIII 
Incontro di Studiosi dell’Antichità Cristiana, Roma, Augustinianum 6-8.V.2004, 
I, Roma 2005 (SEA 93.1), 121-62.
35 Kai\ ta&xa ti kai\ a)nqrw&pinon e1pasxe, kaqa&per kai\ oi9 a)delfoi\ au)tou~, 
le/gontej, Dei=con seauto_n tw|~ ko&smw|, boulo&menoi th_n a)po_ tw~n qauma&twn 
do&can karpw&sasqai.
36  0Epei\ o3ti sfo&dra h|)dei=to th_n tekou~san, a1kouson tou~ Louka~ dihgoume/-
nou pw~j u(potetagme/noj toi=j goneu~sin h}n, kai\ au)tou~ de\ tou&tou tou~ 
eu)aggelistou~ deiknu&ntoj, pw~j au)th~j proeno&hse kai\ par’ au)to_n tou~ 
staurou~ to_n kairo&n. 
37 A similar argument is adduced to explain Jesus’ words in John 2:4 by 
Anastasius of Sinai in his third Homily On the Creation of the Human Being 
to the Image of God, 3:  3Otan de\ pa&lin pro_j th_n mhte/ra le/gh|: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ 
soi/, gu&nai; kai/: Ti/j e0sti/ mou path_r h2 mh&thr ei0 mh_ o( poiw~n to_ qe/lhma tou~ 
pe/myanto&j me; e0ntau~qa paideu&ei h(ma~j to_ qei=on kai\ u(pe\r fu&sin qe/lhma. 
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mother not to ask him for miracles any more in the future: Dio_ kai\ 
to&te e0peti/mhse, le/gwn: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/, gu&nai; paideu&wn au)th_n 
ei0j to_ me/llon mhke/ti ta_ toiau~ta poiei=n. For he was certainly 
concerned with the honour of his mother, but also with the salvation 
of the souls38. 
Chrysostom devoted the whole, long Homily 22 on John precisely 
to John 2:4. Here, in PG 59.133D, he focuses above all on Jesus’ 
hour having not yet come and on his doing everything according to 
an order. Chrysostom stresses that, after responding to his mother, 
Jesus actually did what she asked him to do – a fact that will later be 
particularly stressed by Photius, too –39, but he wished to be asked 
by those who needed the wine, not by his mother ( 0Exrh~n de\ tou_j 
deome/nouj proselqei=n, kai\ dehqh~nai). Nevertheless, he did what she 
wished because he did not want to offend her, moreover in presence 
of so many:  1Epeita de\ kai\ timw~n th_n mhte/ra, i3na mh_ diapanto_j 
a)ntile/gein au)th|~ do&ch|, i3na mh_ a)sqenei/aj la&bh| do&can, i3na mh_ 
ai0sxu&nh| th_n tekou~san, paro&ntwn tosou&twn. 
Again in another homily on John, PG 59.461CD, he insists on Jesus’ 
love and care for his mother, whom he hands to his beloved disciple 
just before dying (parati/qetai th_n mhte/ra au)tou~ tw|~ maqhth|~, 
paideu&wn h(ma~j me/xrij e0sxa&thj a)napnoh~j pa~san poiei=sqai 
e0pime/leian tw~n gegennhko&twn ... pollh_n th_n filostorgi/an 
e0pidei/knutai, kai\ parati/qetai au)th_n tw|~ maqhth|~ o4n h)ga&pa), 
even if he pronounced the words in John 2:4 when she annoyed him 
inopportunely (a)kai/rwj h)no&xlhse). 
38   1Emele ga_r au)tw|~ kai\ th~j ei0j th_n mhte/ra timh~j pollw|~ de\ ple/on 
th~j swthri/aj th~j kata_ yuxh_n, kai\ th~j tw~n pollw~n eu)ergesi/aj, di’ h4n 
kai\ th_n sa&rka u(pe/du.
39 Ep. 45.151: ei]ta pra&ttein to_ par’ au)th~j proteino&menon, po&sw| 
pollaplasi/ona th_n timh_n kai\ th_n ai0dw~ kataskeua&zei h2 ei0 mh_ tau~ta 
ei1rhto& te kai\ e0pedei/knuto; ... o3ti kai\ ta_ mhtrika& soi di/kaia a)kainoto&mhta 
diasw|&zw kai\ au)to_j o( no&mon qe/meno&j ei0mi mhtri\ tou_j pai=daj th_n 
sebasmio&thta ne/mein, ma~llon de\ o3ti kai\ tw~n e0n th|~ fu&sei qewroume/nwn 
ei9rmw~n kai\ th~j e0pithdeio&thtoj tou~ kairou~ th_n sh_n ai0dw~ kai\ u(pakoh_n 
kai\ do&can e1mprosqen poiou~mai, i0dou_ metaba&llw to_ u3dwr ei0j oi]non, th~j 
sh~j a)ciw&sewj e0kei=na deu&tera poihsame/nhj.
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Notably, Chrysostom uses a similar phrase on his own in Hom. in 
Acta Apost. PG 60.75A: e0n me\n th|~ basilei/a| o)li/goi, e0n de\ th|~ gee/
nnh| polloi/. Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ tw|~ plh&qei; ti/ to_ o1feloj; Ou)de/n. The 
sense is: “What have I to do with the crowd?”, or better: “What does 
it matter to me if I have much? Or if I am together with the majority?” 
What’s the usefulness of this? Quite nothing”.
John Chrysostom also cites the demons’ questions to Jesus in 
Exp. Ps. PG 55.210.41 (Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\ Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~;  ]Hlqej w{de 
pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j;) as a proof that Jesus’ divinity was 
frightening for them:  3Uyistoj fobero&j. The same quotation occurs 
again in In Matth. PG 57.352.31 as an example of the proclamation 
of Jesus’ divinity on the part of the demons, and again in In Ps. 118 
PG 95.691.2340. The meaning of their question is nicely clarified 
by Chrysostom through the addition of me/testi, which indicates 
participation, in Co. Iob. 12.1341: in their question, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/; 
means “What have we in common with you?”. Clearly, this sense 
is different from that of Jesus’ question to his mother in John 2:4. 
In In illud: Hoc scitote PG 56.275.44 Chrysostom cites another 
interesting ti/ + dative expression used by the apostles while speaking 
to Jesus:  9Hmei=j a)fh&kamen pa&nta, kai\ h)kolouqh&same/n soi, ti/ h(mi=n 
e1stai; “What will this be to us?” means “What reward shall we have 
for having left everything in order to follow you?”.
4.6. Cyril of alexandria, hesyChiUs, and basil of seleUCia
In the fifth century, Cyril of Alexandria, Co. Io. 1.201-20242, after 
quoting Jesus’ words in John 2:4, interprets them by insisting on the 
need for order that they express – a need that was already emphasised 
by Origen in his exegesis –, together with the idea that Jesus needed to 
be asked to work a miracle: ou) ga_r e1dei dromai=on e0pi\ to_ pra&ttein 
40 Cf. likewise  the spurious In S. Pascha ascribed to him, line 62.
41 Oi9 dai/monej to_n ui9o_n tou~ qeou~ i0do&ntej e0bo&wn le/gontej: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ 
soi/; ou)de\ ga_r th~j sta&sewj me/testin au)tw|~ th~j meta_ tw~n a)gge/lwn. h}
lqon, fhsi/n, oi9 a1ggeloi, kai\ o( dia&boloj h}lqe met’ au)tw~n perielqw_n th_n 
gh~n kai\ e0mperipath&saj th_n u(p’ ou)rano&n. ti/ manqa&nomen a)po_ tou&tou; o3ti 
kai\ daimo&nwn kai\ a)gge/lwn h( oi0koume/nh peplh&rwtai, kai\ o3ti e9ka&teroi 
u(po_ th_n e0cousi/an ei0si\ tou~ qeou=.
42 On this scarcely studied writing see now L.M. Farag, Saint Cyril of 
Alexandria, a New Testament Exegete, Piscataway, NJ 2007.
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e0lqei=n, ou)de\ au)to&molon w3sper o(ra~sqai qaumatourgo/n, keklhme/-
non de\ mo&lij e0pi\ tou~to badi/zein, kai\ th|~ xrei/a| ma~llon h1per toi=j 
o(rw~sin e0pidou~nai th_n xa&rin. 
Cyril, ibid. 1.671, explains that the time of which Jesus speaks in 
John 2:4 is that of his manifestation through his signs: ou1pw ga_r 
h3kei, fhsi/n, o( th~j a)nadei/cew&j mou kairo_j th~j dia_ shmei/wn.43. 
Cyril also quotes the words of the demons addressed to Jesus, which 
he regards as a further testimony rendered to his divinity: marturou~si 
xwloi/, marturou~si nekroi\ e0geiro&menoi. Dai/monej marturou~si 
le/gontej: Ti/ h(mi=n kai/ soi  0Ihsou~: oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o( a3gioj tou~ 
Qeou~ (Cat. 10.19)44. 
Notably, in one of the many passages in which he reports the 
demons’ question to Jesus45, Cyril also offers a paraphrase of it which 
clearly indicates the way he interprets this formula: as an invitation to 
leave them in peace. It is in a fragment from his Commentary on Luke 
43 Cyril in a fragment of his Commentary on Luke preserved by the Catenae 
(PG 72.633.32) also quotes the words of the demons addressed to Jesus: Ti/ 
e0moi\ kai\ soi/,  0Ihsou~ Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou=; commenting that these words are a sign 
of their foolishness and fear: dei=gma me\n ga_r a)ponoi/aj diabolikh~j, to_ 
tolmh~sai le/gein: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi\ Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; Deili/aj de\ to_ de/esqai i3na 
mh_ basanisqh|~.
44 Cf. Cat. 11.6: Peri\ ou{ marturw~n o(  0Iwa&nnhj e1lege: Kai\ e0qeasa&meqa 
th_n do&can au)tou~, do&can w(j monogenou~j para_ Patro&j: plh&rhj xa&ritoj 
kai\ a)lhqei/aj.  4On tre/montej oi9 dai/monej, e1legon:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai/ 
soi,  0Ihsou~, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~ tou~ zw~ntoj.
45 Co. Io. 2.95.19:  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; oi1dame/n se ti/j 
ei]: o( a3gioj tou~ Qeou~: h}lqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; o3ti me\n ga_r 
e0pidhmh&saj o( Ku&rioj h(mw~n  0Ihsou~j o( Xristo_j katath&cein h1mellen au)tou_j 
kai\ poiki/lwj a)nia&sein, h|1desa&n pou pa&ntwj kai\ au)toi/; Co. Matt. Fr. 101.9: 
ei0do&tej, o3ti timwrhqh&sontai, w3ste u(pero&ptai le/gousin: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/: 
e1xei ga_r lo&gon meq’ h(mw~n o( krith&j, a)f’ ou{ pare/bhmen ta_j e0ntola_j au)tou~; 
De ador. et cultu in spir. PG 68.429.7;  1Ea, ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\,  0Ihsou~ Nazarhne/; 
h}lqej a)pole/sai h(ma~j: oi1dame/n se ti/j ei], o(  3Agioj tou~ Qeou~; Glaph. in 
Pent. PG 69.401.38; Exp. Ps. PG 69.1145.5. Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/; Oi9 de\ pa&lai 
planw&menoi kai\ th|~ kti/sei para_ to_n Kti/sthn lelatreuko&tej, o)rfanoi/ 
tinej o1ntej kata_ to&nde to_n ko&smon a)nepikou&rhtoi pantelw~j, kai\ pro_j 
pa~san pleoneci/an e3toimoi; Co. Is. PG 70.369.40; Enc. in S. Mariam Deip. PG 
77.1037.32: fri/cantaj au)tou~ th_n du&namin kai\ fwnh&santaj: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ 
soi/,  0Ihsou~ Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; h}lqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j.
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preserved in the Catenae, B f. 53 PG 72.548.54:  0Hlau&nonto toi/nun 
ta_ ponhra_ daimo&nia, kai\ dh_ kai\ pro_j ai1sqhsin e0nhnegme/na th~j 
a)nikh&tou duna&mewj au)tou~, kai\ mh_ fe/rontej ta_j prosbola_j th~j 
qeo&thtoj, turanniko_n kai\ panou~rgon a)nefqe/ggonto:  1Ea, le/
gonta: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/; toute/sti: Ti/ ou)k e0a|~j h(ma~j xw&ran e1xein; 
“What to us and to you?” means “Why don’t you leave us in peace? 
Why don’t you allow us to have our own room?”. The demons wish 
to have their own domain, separate from that of Jesus. 
Hesychius too, in the fifth century, in his Homily 2 De S. Maria 
Deipara 8 quotes the demons’ words to Jesus as a proof of the 
universal confession of his divinity: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ qeou~ 
tou~ zw~ntoj; Ai0de/sqhti a)gge/lwn kai\ a)nqrw&pwn kai\ daimo&nwn 
kai\ pa&shj o(mou~ th~j kti/sewj th_n peri\ tou~ despo&tou Xristou~ 
o(mologi/an. 
Basil of Seleucia, on the contrary, still in the fifth century, sees 
in the demons’ allocution to Jesus a sign of despise and the proof 
that they didn’t know that in Jesus’ flesh was hiding his divinity: Ou) 
ga_r fe/rontej tou~ paro&ntoj th_n a)straph_n a)nebo&wn oi9 dai/-
monej: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi\,  0Ihsou~; Pro_j to_ faino&menon th~j sarko_j 
stasia&zousin, ou)k ei0do&tej e0n th|~ sarki\ kruptome/nhn qeo&thta. 
Pou~ ga_r a2n pro_j despo&thn oi0ke/thj boh&seien: Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; 
Perifronou~si tou~ blepome/nou, mh_ o(rw~ntej to_n basani/zonta 
(Sermones XLI 273.13-16). Jesus’ allocution to his mother in John 
2:4, instead, cannot clearly be a sign of despise46.
4.7. The CrUCial wiTness of The Quaestiones et Responsiones ad 
oRthodoxos
But the most interesting interpretation of the enigmatic question 
in John 2:4 comes from a passage of the Quaestiones et Responsiones 
ad Orthodoxos traditionally ascribed to Justin Martyr, but attributed 
46 In the sixth century, Romanus the Melodist, Cant. 18.10.2, quotes Jesus’ 
allocution to his mother in John 2:4, but he is not concerned with the words Ti/ 
e0moi\ kai\ soi/, but rather with what follows, Ou)x h3kei h( w3ra mou. He contrasts the 
exegesis of those who read this statement as indicating that Christ was subjected 
to necessity and time: Tou~ton tine\j to_n lo&gon pro&fasin a)sebei/aj e9autoi=j 
kateskeu&asan, oi9 le/gontej Xristo_n u(pokei=sqai a)na&gkaij, oi9 fa&skontej 
au)to_n kai\ tai=j w3raij douleu&ein, ou) noou~ntej tou~ lo&gou th_n e1nnoian.
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by some to Theodoretus, col. 485BD of the editio Morelliana = p. 
140-141 of Theodoretus47. I provide both the text and my translation 
(italics mine):
0En tw|~ ga&mw|, dia_ to_ Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi\ gu&nai; th|~ 
mhtri\ le/gein, e0pe/plhcen ...  
To_ Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi\ gu&nai; ou) pro_j e0pi/plhcin 
ei1rhtai th|~ mhtri\ u(po_ tou~ swth~roj, a)lla_ pro_j 
e1ndeicin tou~ mh_ h(ma~j, fhsi/n, ei]nai tou_j a)nadedegme/
nouj tou~ e0n tw|~ ga&mw| a)naliskome/nou oi1nou th_n 
fronti/da: o3mwj e0k pollh~j a)ga&phj, ei0 qe/leij, i3na 
mh_ lei/yh| au)toi=j oi]noj, ei0pe\ toi=j u(phre/taij i3na 
poih&swsin a4 le/gw au)toi=j, kai\ ble/peij o3ti ou) mh_ 
lei/yei au)toi=j oi]noj.
[Problem:] During the wedding feast Jesus, by saying to his mother 
“What to me and to you, o woman?”, blamed her. 
[Solution:] The words “What to me and to you, o woman?” were 
not pronounced by the Saviour in order to blame his mother,  but 
to express what follows: “It is not we who ought to take care of the 
wine that is being consumed during the wedding feast. However, 
out of my deep love, if you wish, lest they fall short of wine, tell the 
servants to do what I say to them, and you will see that they will not 
fall short of wine”. 
 The author is concerned with explaining that Jesus is not offending 
his mother because his words must be interpreted just as I am arguing 
in this paper that they should be understood: “What does it matter to 
us if they have no wine left? We should not care for this, we should 
have no fronti/j for this”. 
47 Theodoretus also quotes the demons’ question to Jesus in Graec. Aff. Cur. 
10.44 (  1Ea: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; h}lqej w{de pro_ kairou~ basani/
sai h(ma~j) and in Co. Is. 10.89; De incarn. PG 75.1440 (Nu~n me\n bow~n, Ti/ 
h(mi=n kai\ soi/, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; ti/ h}lqej pro_ kairou~ basani/sai h(ma~j; nu~n de\ 
Oi]da& se ti/j ei], o( Ui9o_j tou~ Qeou~, o(rki/zw se mh& me basani/sh|j); Interpr. in 
Ps. PG 80.1377.36; Interpr. in XII proph. Min. PG 81.1888.40, and Haer. Fab. 
Comp. PG 83.449.6 and 83.473.25 as a confession of Jesus’ divinity on the part 
of the devil and the demons, but he never focuses on the precise meaning of ti/ 
h(mi=n kai\ soi/.
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It is patent that this exegesis strongly supports my interpretation. 
The author of these Quaestiones et responsiones, whoever he may be, 
took Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; to mean, not “What have I to do with you?”, but 
“What does this matter to me and to you?”, according to the syntagm 
ti/ + dative pronoun (+ ei]nai) already attested in Plato in the sense, 
“What does this matter to x?”. This construct is still used in Hymn 
66 ascribed to Romanus the Melodist, in the words of a pious person: 
fhsi\n o( eu)sebh&j, ti/ e0moi\ dolera_ kolakeu&mata; “What do deceiving 
adulations matter to me? Why should they touch me?”48. 
Indeed, that the expression ti/ e)moi\ kai\ soi/ has two completely 
different meanings in John 2:4 and in other episodes where the 
demons address such words to Jesus, is made clear by Photius, Ep. 
45.16149. 
4.8. a reVealing aTTesTaTion in The so-Called ephRaem gRaecus, 
and ConClUsion
Above all, the Greek translation of Ephraem the Syrian’s Sermones 
Paraenetici ad monachos Aegypti is extremely interesting from the 
linguistic point of view, for it parallels two forms, one with ti/ + double 
dative separated by kai/ and the other with ti/ + simple dative + kai/ + 
nominative: Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ tw|~ ko&smw|; Ti/ h(mi=n kai\ ai9 pragmatei=ai 
tou~ bi/ou tou&tou toi=j a)poqanou~si tw|~ ko&smw|; (Serm. 45.9-10)50. 
48 And it appears again in the ninth century in Nicetas Ammianus, Vita 
Philareti Misericordis 137.12, but in a still different meaning: ti/ e0moi\ tou~to, o3ti 
kathciw&sate ei0j ptwxou~ kalu&bhn ei0selqei=n; Why is this happening to me, 
that you have deemed it worthy of you to enter the modest repair of a poor?
49 Ou)de\ ga_r kata_ to_n i1son tro&pon e0ntau~qa ei1rhtai to_ Ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; 
kaq’ o4n ei1rhtai pro_j to_n e0pizhtou~nta diaithth_n au)tw|~ tou~ patrikou~ 
klh&rou xrhmati/sai. e0kei= me\n ga_r ei0pw_n ti/ e0moi\ kai\ soi/; kai\ ti/j me kate/
sthsen a1rxonta kai\ dikasth_n e0f’ u(ma~j; th|~ pra&cei th_n e0n tw|~ lo&gw| parai/
thsin e0bebai/wsen kai\ dikasth_j a)mfisbhth&sewj xamaizh&lou kai\ prosu&lou 
ke/rdouj ou)x ei3leto gene/sqai, a)lla_ th_n e0n toi=j r(h&masin a)pago&reusin h( 
dia_ tw~n e1rgwn paragrafh_ diede/cato.
50 In Ephraem’s Testamentum 428.5 there is only a quotation of the demon’s 
words addressed to Jesus as an example of the demons’ hostility: 9O a)rxhgo_j 
th~j a)postasi/aj au)tw~n e0kboa|~ kai\ le/gei: ti/ h(mi=n kai\ soi/, Ui9e\ tou~ Qeou~; 
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The meaning is: “What have we to do with the world? Also, what do 
the businesses of this life matter to us, who have died to this world?”. 
The second form, with ti/ + simple dative + kai/ + nominative, which 
is most relevant to my argument, appears again a few lines later: Ti/ 
h(mi=n kai\ h( o(do_j tw~n kwmw~n, monaxe/; (Serm. 45.14-15). 
Here we find the very same meaning and form as in Jesus’ question: 
in John 2:4 there is no nominative because it is clearly understood that 
the subject is the immediately preceding clause, oi]non ou)k e1xousin, 
and the datives are two simply because the persons to whom the thing 
doesn’t matter are two, Jesus and Mary: 
“They have no wine (left)”. 
“What does this matter to me and to you, Woman? My hour has 
not yet come”.
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